The second fleet has arrived but brings only disaster to the already struggling convict camp. Sick, starving or dying anything but well. Seeing as I'm here in the convict camp it seems fit to tell you that even the soldiers who risked their lives to develop a barren land, are sick, starving and dying not to mention fed up with thousands of convicts sentenced to life or most of life that came aboard he ship with me. the second fleets more accurately known as the death fleet, brung hopes crashing down on the poorly camp.

The main supplier called The Guardian crashed into an ice-burg losing precios supplies. But the other ships arrived not very well of course. Conditions of the camps are worsening so says Dr Fred Brown "So many are ill with sicknesses I have never had to treat before, extremly annoying"

Many have died on this crusad to make civilization on a completly empty land most on the ships or when they came off the ships mainly from the death fleet. Every one would like to expose the private buisnesses who did not take care of any one except themselves. Left convicts waist deep in water, chained to eachother never allowed up on the deck for a breathe. When they arrived those who got better told us about these horrific conditions